
  

REF. CFP/PSC/lt

 

Contact person: Pablo Sanchez Centellas

 

Brussels, 3 July 2012

  

Dear President
Dear Prime
Dear Minister of Justice,

 

We are writing to you to express our concern over the detention of the President of KESK, 
Lami Özgen, as well as Osman Isçi, member of KESK but also Euro
Human rights network 
expert. The first have been released and the later still 

 

We would like to continue to protest over the nine women trade unionists who were taken 
into custody on the morning of 13 February 2012 and as far as 
not been released. The European Federation of Public Service Unions (EPSU) demand 
the immediate release of KESK (
members and leaders who have been detained for more than two months without a
legal basis. 

 

This new wave of arrests, officially justified by the anti
threat towards Turkish citizens' fundamental freedoms. Along with journalists, lawyers, 
law makers, academicians, students, trade unionists repres
of the present Turkish anti
censorship in the matter of freedom of speech, freedom of press and labour rights. Below 
you will find
also to express our concern for the situation of 
skin cancer, we consider that the minimum human standards are not being respected by 
the Turkish republic.

 

EPSU strong
to defend the rights to freedom of association and expression and other fundamental 
human rights. For this reason, we demand the immediate release of the KESK members 
who remain in 
arrested on 13 February and the arrested trade unionists on June 25
demand the release of the 73 people still arrested.
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EPSU strongly condemn the violation of human and trade union rights. We will continue 
to defend the rights to freedom of association and expression and other fundamental 
human rights. For this reason, we demand the immediate release of the KESK members 
who remain in 
arrested on 13 February and the arrested trade unionists on June 25
demand the release of the 73 people still arrested.
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ly condemn the violation of human and trade union rights. We will continue 
to defend the rights to freedom of association and expression and other fundamental 
human rights. For this reason, we demand the immediate release of the KESK members 
who remain in prison and the dropping of all charges against the 15 women who were 
arrested on 13 February and the arrested trade unionists on June 25
demand the release of the 73 people still arrested.
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Mr Recep Tayyip ERDOGAN
Prime Minister 
Turkey  

mail: receptayyip.erdogan@basbakanlik.gov.tr
+90-312-4170476
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Yours

Carola Fischbach
EPSU 
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Yours

 
truly, 

Carola Fischbach
EPSU General Secretary
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Ahmet ERTAK 

 

Ahmet Z REK 

 

Ali KARATAY 

 

Ali Sar p nar

 

Ayhan KURTULAN 

 

Aykut Erhan TURGUT 

 

Bedriye YORGUN 

 

Bekir GÜRBÜZ

 

Belgizar SAZAK 

 

Belk s YURTSEVER 

 

Bü ra ERSANLI

 

Canan ÇALA AN 

 

Celal ÇALI IR 

 

Çerkez AYDEM R

 

Deniz BOZBEY 

 

Do an AN AY 

 

Erdal TURAN 

 

Erdal YILMAZ   

 

Erol AYDEM R 

 

Evrim ÖZDEM R O RA 

 

Ferruh ÇEL K 

 

Fikret ÇALA AN  

 

Güldane ERDO AN 

 

Güler ELVEREN 

 

Halil TOP 

 

Han m KOÇY T 
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Hayrettin CAYMAZ

 

Hülya MEND LL O LU 

 

Hüseyin BAYRAK 
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zzettin ALPERG N  

 

Mahmut B N C 

 

Malgir GENÇ 

 

Mehmet Ali ASLAN 

 

Mehmet ARDA 

 

Mehmet BOZGEY K

 

Mehmet DEM RAL  

 

Mehmet Nuri DEN Z  

Carola Fischbach-Pyttel 
General Secretary
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Cc: Mr Sadullah

  
Mehmet Sezgin B N

 
Mehmet S dd k AKIN 

 
Metin FINDIK 

 
Metin VURANOK 

 
Muhsin BEYDO AN 

 
Mustafa BOZAN 
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Nazire AYATA C VELEK
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Serhat U UR 
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Seyran IK   

 

Sibel ANIL

 

Sinan BE RO LU   
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Tar k ALTIN

 

Tar k KAYA

 

Veysel ÖZHEKT   
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Yüksel OZAN
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Mr Abdullah GÜL
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